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Abstract

Background: The aim of this pilot study was to explore patient experiences of meaningfulness and flow related to group based patient education in type 2 diabetes. Meaningfulness and flow are underexposed as psychological learning concepts in patient education, and the ambition of this study was to investigate the applicability of these concepts of positive psychological theory in a patient education setting. Methods: This pilot study combines participating observation of group based patient education and 8 qualitative interviews with 4 patients with type 2 diabetes. Meaning condensation was used as an analytical tool to identify themes. Preliminary results: When the teaching activities were experienced as engaging for the patients and/or when they stimulated flow, it was due to 1) the perceived relevance of the activities, 2) the acquisition of new knowledge and 3) the feeling of importance in relation to life with diabetes. However, patients only reported a few activities and situations that indicated flow states. A sense of meaningfulness occurred when the patients experienced a sense of community and connectedness, which they obtained from being together with the other patients in the patient education setting. Patients experienced that there was a clear, comprehensive and structured plan for the education programme which was followed. This stimulated their experiences of meaningfulness and flow.
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1. Introduction

Across the world an increasing number of people are today living with chronic or long-term diseases (Newman, Steed, & Mulligan, 2004; World Health Organisation, 2010), and diabetes is one of the most common chronic diseases in the western world (Celano, Beale, Moore, Wexler, & Huffman, 2013). Patient education is a specific prevention initiative focusing on promoting health in people with chronic and long-term diseases, e.g. diabetes, by mobilising their resources. Patient education aims at encouraging people with a chronic disease to engage, participate and take ownership in the management of their disease (Norris, Engelgau, & Narayan, 2001; Gary, Genkinger, Guallar, Peyrot, & Brancati, 2004). However, effects of patient education are largely undetermined and the focus on specific learning concepts and processes is greatly underexposed (Ellis, Speroff, Dittus, Brown, Pichert, & Elasy, 2004; Cooper, Booth, Fear, & Gill, 2001; Davies, Heller, Skinner, Campbell, Carey, Craddock et al., 2008; Khunti, Gray, Skinner, Carey, Realf, Dallosso et al., 2012; Schiotz, Bagelund, Almdal, & Willaing, 2012). Patient education focusing on biomedical health behaviour has not improved diabetes outcomes significantly (Cooper, Booth, & Gill, 2008). However, there is clear evidence that the positive psychology framework has an impact on the daily management and health outcomes of patients with diabetes (Yi-Frazier, Hilliard, Cochrane, & Hood, 2012). This could beneficially be addressed in efforts to improve outcomes (Yi-Frazier, Hilliard, Cochrane, & Hood, 2012).

2. Aim of the Study

Most of the literature on interventions using positive psychology and targeting patients with diabetes has focused on increasing self-efficacy and resilience (Celano, Beale, Moore, Wexler, & Huffman, 2013). Little is known about flow and meaningfulness as positive psychological learning concepts in group based patient education. The aim of this pilot study was to explore how, when and in what situations and activities flow and meaningfulness occurred in a group-based patient education programme targeting patients with type 2 diabetes and focusing on everyday life with diabetes. The ambition of the pilot study was to investigate the applicability of these concepts of positive psychological theory in a patient education setting.

3. Theoretical Framework

3.1. Flow

Flow is defined as a subjective, mental state where the individual is completely engaged and focused to the point of forgetting time, fatigue and everything but the present activity (Csikszentmihalyi, Abuhamdeh, & Nakamura, 2005; Csikszentmihalyi, 1996). The flow state indicates that thoughts, feelings and intentions are in harmony and that attention is focused outwards on the activity itself (Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2002). The sense of time becomes distorted as time often passes quickly for the engaged individual during flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996; Csikszentmihalyi & Lefevre, 1989; Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). Flow is associated with highly engaging activities and situations (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997). According to neuropsychological research (Kensiger, 2004) activities that implicate flow tend to be remembered as these activities are associated with positive emotions and evaluated very positively afterwards. Flow is important as a psychological learning concept as the experience of flow, according to Csikszentmihalyi, is a powerful motivating force (Csikszentmihalyi, Abuhamdeh, & Nakamura, 2005; Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). Furthermore, activities that are flow generating are perceived as very meaningful, stimulating the memory and associated with positive emotions (Gläser-Zikuda & Mayring, 2005). Flow experiences are relatively rare in adult life, but flow can be stimulated in, e.g. a pedagogical setting by providing optimal environmental preconditions (Csikszentmihalyi, Abuhamdeh, & Nakamura, 2005; Csikszentmihalyi, 1996; Csikszentmihalyi & Lefevre, 1989; Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). The flow stimulating preconditions are a clear set of goals that provide direction, a balance between personal perception of perceived skills and perceived challenges, a clear and immediate feedback and an environmental setting where it is possible to focus the attention and get absorbed in an activity. In a pedagogical setting this implies undisturbed periods of time and with no or few distractions (Csikszentmihalyi, 2007; Csikszentmihalyi, 2008).

3.2. Antonovskys Meaningfulness

While the concept of flow refers to the specific pedagogical situation, the theory of Sense of Coherence refers to
the general feeling of confidence in the individual when meeting demands and challenges across internal and external environments (Yi-Frazier, Hilliard, Cochrane, & Hood, 2012). Antonovskys Sense of Coherence (SOC) theory is constituted by three components: comprehensibility, manageability and meaningfulness (Antonovsky, 1979; Antonovsky, 1987). In this pilot study sense of meaningfulness is also considered an important positive psychological learning concept, as meaningfulness is closely connected to flow. The flow experience can be considered a predecessor as well as an outcome of meaningfulness (Delle Fave, 2009). Moreover meaningfulness is an important motivating factor, according to Csikszentmihalyi, as adults need to experience learning activities as meaningful if they are to be actively involved and engaged (Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). According to Antonovskys theory of meaningfulness is constituted through involvement and participation in the challenges and activities that life presents to the individual. In contrast non-involvement and non-participation decreases the sense of meaningfulness (Antonovsky, 1987; Baumeister, 2002). A person with a strong sense of meaningfulness meets life challenges with determination to find meaning in them and to overcome them (Antonovsky, 1998).

4. Method

4.1. Setting

The group based patient education took place in a specialist diabetes clinic in Denmark and included patients with type 2 diabetes. Patients were referred to the diabetes clinic by their general practitioner due to complications to their diabetes. The treatment at the clinic included, among other things, a two day patient education programme of twelve hours in total with one month between the two days of education. The educators were a diabetes specialist, a podiatrist, two diabetes nurses and a dietitian. Their didactic approach was mainly traditional with a focus on individual learning processes and the transfer of knowledge from the educator to the patient. To a limited extent interactive teaching and exchange of experiences in the group of patients was also part of the patient education programme.

4.2. Ethics

The pilot study was approved by the Danish Data Protection Agency and the patients gave informed consent prior to the study.

4.3. Participating Observation

Participating observation was conducted the two full days of the programme. A researcher (KN) was present through the entire programme and participated as an observer in all lessons. Field notes were written during the full two days. Focus of the observations was the preconditions of flow (Csikszentmihalyi, Abuhamdeh, & Nakamura, 2005; Csikszentmihalyi & Lefevre, 1989; Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988).

4.4. Interviews

4.4.1. Recruitment

Patients were recruited at the first day of the patient education programme. Four patients volunteered and agreed to participate in two in-depth interviews; one after the first day of the programme and one at the end of the second day. Altogether 8 interviews were conducted. The patients were two women aged 64 and 66 and two men at the age of 66 and 57. There was a considerable variation in the medical diabetes history of the patients. The criteria for selection were that they were patients and not relatives (who were also invited to attend the education programme), and that both genders were represented. Six interviews were conducted in the homes of the patients while one patient chose to be interviewed at the diabetes clinic. The duration of the interviews ranged from 25 minutes to one hour. All interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim.

4.4.2. Analysis

Transcripts from the interviews and field notes from the participating observation were read and analysed in the framework of meaning condensation and then organised in central themes. Themes from each interview were
compared and variations and similarities were identified (Kvale, 1996). Themes were structured in three parts (Figure 1). The focus was particularly on patient experiences of flow and meaningfulness.

5. Preliminary Results of the Pilot Study

5.1. Experiences of Meaningfulness and Flow in the Patient Education

Teaching activities and the information presented from the education program were recalled when directed precisely at what patients found relevant and meaningful according to their specific life situations with diabetes and in relation to their lives in general. When the teaching activities were experienced as engaging and/or when they stimulated flow, it was due to 1) the perceived relevance of the activities, 2) the acquisition of new knowledge and 3) the feeling of importance in relation to life with diabetes. However, patients only reported a few activities and situations that indicated flow states. A sense of meaningfulness occurred when the patients experienced a sense of community and connectedness, which they obtained from being together with the other patients in the patient education setting.

5.2. Patient Education as a Framework for the Experience of Meaningfulness and Flow

Patients experienced that there was a clear, comprehensive and structured plan for the education programme which was followed. This stimulated their experiences of meaningfulness and flow. The framework of the patient education programme was mainly perceived as understandable and manageable by the patients. This corresponds to the necessary pre-conditions for the stimulation of flow and underlines the importance of clear goals in the activities presented to the patients.

Established on the field notes from the participating observation the teaching activity defined as “the round” was registered and evaluated as a highly meaningful activity. Here patients individually elaborated their personal goals and gave each other feedback. In this specific learning activity meaningfulness was generated on basis of the patient experience of a high degree of participation and in the recognizability of the other patients’ stories about their life situation.

5.3. The Patient Education as a Basis for New Life Planning

Patients evaluated various diabetes teaching materials as very important and meaningful in relation to their everyday lives. The materials were perceived as manageable and action oriented tools to deal with ongoing challenges with diabetes. Furthermore, the materials turned abstract knowledge into realistic methods, which promoted the feeling of comprehensibility.

6. Further Research

There is a need for further research in a larger scale to confirm the preliminary findings of this pilot study. Moreover, there is a need to identify innovative treatment modalities that can further help optimizing outcomes in diabetes (Celano, Beale, Moore, Wexler, & Huffman, 2013). At present a larger study is being conducted with flow and meaningfulness as the theoretical framework. In that study health care professionals will be trying to integrate the pre-conditions of flow and the findings of this pilot study in the patient education setting. The aim of the larger study is to investigate whether a foundation of dialogue and the application of practical learning in patient education more easily can generate flow and meaningfulness compared to a traditional learning approach with individual learning processes and transfer of knowledge from the educator to the patient. Dialogue tools and a concept developed for group based dietary advice to people with Pakistani origin and type 2 diabetes were employed.

1) Analysis of interview data (8 interviews)
Experiences of flow and meaningfulness in the patient education.

2) Analysis of observation data and interview data (2 full days of observation and 8 interviews)
Patient education as a framework for the experience of meaningfulness and flow.

3) Analysis of interview data (8 interviews)
The patient education as a basis for new life planning was employed.

Figure 1. The three themes and the data used.
(project DEEP) will be used in different patient education settings. The study will be conducted in collaboration with three public health care centres and a specialised diabetes clinic in Denmark.
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